Affiliate Rebates
Affiliate associations are partially funded by rebates from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. The
current rebate percentage to affiliates is 20% based on the membership dues. The rebate percentage will
be assessed when membership dues change. Rebate delivery is contingent on an approved Principles of
Affiliation submission by August 31, 2017.
Affiliates are paid based upon the total cash collected. Members who choose to pay on the installment plan
are charged 1/3 of the total renewal amounts by May 31, on July 31 and on September 30.
What if a member changes affiliates?
Members who change affiliates before a payment is processed will have the incremental cash paid to the
new designated affiliate. For example, if a member is on the installment billing program and moves from
Illinois to Michigan between the first and second installment payments, the first installment will go to
Illinois. The second and third installment will go to Michigan, the new affiliate on record. This only applies
to any payments made after the move. If members on the Installment Billing Program move after
September 30th, there would not be any movement of rebate dollars to the new affiliate.
What does the Academy deduct from the affiliate rebate checks and when?
In the first rebate check of the fiscal year, the Academy deducts:
 Insurance fee: determined by membership size
 Credit Card fees: determined by the number of affiliate members who renewed by credit card.
 WebEx license: if your affiliate purchased a license through the Academy
 Disaster Relief Loan Payment, if applicable.
In what format does my affiliate receive the rebate?
The Academy electronically transfers the affiliate rebate directly to the affiliate’s bank account.
What if my affiliate’s banking information changes?
If the affiliate has changes to bank information, contact the Affiliation Relations Team with the new
information. The Academy will need the bank name, bank account number, and routing number.
When does my affiliate receive the rebates?
Affiliates will receive rebate checks on a monthly basis until the end of the membership period. Funds are
direct deposited generally by the third week of the month from June – March. Rebate delivery is
contingent on completing the Principles of Affiliation each year.
What is the minimum rebate amount an affiliate will receive?
Affiliate are paid a minimum of $7,130 at the start of the membership year regardless of how much dues revenue
is received. Once an affiliate receives enough member dues to surpass that amount the additional deposits are made.
If a state does not surpass that amount a list of new members will still be sent on a monthly basis but a payment will
not be made.

